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Joint Bio
Beth Donnelly and Dagny Grant, co-hosts of ‘Echoes of the Soul’ radio show, are co-authors of the
international best-selling “Journey of Joy Series” owned and produced by Matrix Productions.
Matrix Productions is a multi-media company having a global impact on those ready to expand
their awareness of the connection between mind, body and spirit. Through their publication of
books, on-line classes, videos and webinars, they produce tools that will shape the thoughts and
hearts of like-minded people. They also affiliate with highly recommended transformational
programs.
Visit the Matrix Productions Website Here
Donnelly and Grant are coaches in law of attraction principles in their work with Matrix Productions
as well as their independent practices. A passion for them is sharing these principles to inspire
adults and children alike to let their greatness shine and realize a world of unlimited possibilities!

Individually

Beth Donnelly is a singer, coach, author and radio show host. She and her husband, Doug
Feller collaborate in concerts, recordings, workshops, classes & personal coaching to transform
minds and voices. They have performed throughout Europe & North America and specialize
in music from the Classical, Opera, Musical Theater, Jazz and Gospel genres. They have also
produced two albums “That’s Amore” & “My Heart Is For You”; and co-direct The Glory
Singers concert choir, performing with them in British Columbia, France, Italy, Spain and Ireland.
Visit the Jeremiah Productions Page Here
Dagny Grant is the President of Intentional Living, Intention Media and CEO of Matrix Productions.
Her global body of work includes work as a Certified Intuitive Paradigms Coach, International BestSelling Author, Transformational Speaker & Radio Show Host. Having worked in the behavioral
health field for decades, she is an EFT and NLP practitioner, with focused study on practical
quantum mechanics & neural plasticity as an integrative tool in shifting paradigms.
Visit the Intentional Living Page Here

MATRIX PRODUCTIONS BOOKS
Journey of Joy Children’s Book Series

The series delves into issues of self-esteem, integrity and authentic happiness in a fun
and experiential way through the eyes of a seven-year-old girl named Joy as she meets
new and unexpected friends along her path to choosing a more joyful life.
These characters include a childlike and funny baby dragon named Fred, a beautiful
butterfly named Glitter who shares the life wisdom of unlimited possibilities, and positive
I AM statements.
Joining the group in book two is a sweet and inquisitive English Bulldog Stanley who has
been bullied and led to believe that he is ugly. In book three we meet Johnny, a talented
young boy, new to the neighborhood who is trying to make a tough decision.
Book four introduces Joy’s mischievous cat Rosie, her empathetic friend from school Zina.
We also meet Zina’s cousin Josh and Spirit, the horse, during a fun visit to the Happy
Creek Horse Rescue Ranch.
In this book, these kids learn how to trust their feelings and not be afraid to make choices
that may be different from the crowd. Zina also shares the importance of respecting all
animals and their feelings too. Josh is an inspiring example of how to be of service to
others while being kind and brave.
The characters and stories in this book series will delight the kids in your life with tales of
unexpected challenges and new ways to think, react and live more joyfully.

See all four books in the series right here: Journey of Joy

Why Are These Books Important?
We invite anyone who has children in their lives to imagine how much happier teenagers
would be if they learned self-esteem, empathy and empowerment as children. Does your
audience have children, grandkids, nieces/nephews or students in their life who might
benefit from learning more about:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A healthier self-image
Empathy toward others
Joy as a choice
Finding their “happy place”
Playfulness and being present in the moment
Choosing how they feel and react
How to listen for the answer in their heart
Why some people are sad and mean
How to handle disappointment
How life is like a mirror
Why being of service to others is a gift to ourselves
How to be kind and brave while not following the crowd
The importance of respect for animals and their feelings

What People Are Saying…
It's inspiring to find a children's book series that gets to the heart of why we're here
and to enjoy life's journey. It is truly compelling. It reinforces your child's strong sense
of self, the essence of what every parent wants for their precious child. I highly
recommend. ~Shawne Duperon, 6 Time EMMY award winner, Project Forgive,
Founder and 2016 Nobel Peace Prize Nominee

“Once again Beth Donnelly and Dagny Grant convey messages of wisdom and whimsy
that every parent wants their children to have. I AM Brave enchants young minds and
hearts in a precious story of friendships and animal connections—instilling kindness and
confidence in knowing oneself as a reflection of the divine spirit in all. I can imagine moms
and dads absolutely delighting in the kinds of conversations and
curiosity this book will ignite between them and their kids. It’s truly a joy to read.”
~ Dianne Collins, Creator of QuantumThink® and award-winning, bestselling
author of Do You QuantumThink? New Thinking That Will Rock Your World

“I am thrilled over the Journey of Joy Series...especially the 4th edition of the series ‘I Am
Brave!’. Authors and creators Dagny Grant & Beth Donnelly have done it again! This
story gives kids the true meaning of bravery with several scenarios shared between this
delightful group of unlikely friends. A perfect role model for the character of Josh in this
new book is Joshua Williams, founder of non-profit Joshua’s Heart Foundation. We are
honored that our show Kids 4 Love Project Radio could bring Joshua, Beth and Dagny
together for this most beautiful heart felt representation of kindness, bravery and love.
AMAZING!!” ~Deborah Beauvais, Owner Dreamvisions 7 Radio Network, Kids 4
Love Project & Radio Show

“As a parent of a teenage boy, one can never say enough about bullying and sharing
with children the uniqueness of who they are. I love that these topics and stories of
uniqueness and love are threaded through the whole series. The characters are
believable and loveable. Another must read for children of any age!”.
~Daniel
Gutierrez, Best Selling Author, Global Speaker and Teacher, Master
Business/Life Coach

“Without a doubt this is one of the best children's stories I've ever read. The authors have
a unique way of weaving a story with believable characters that all children would love.
The book is beautifully illustrated and written in a way that is simple enough for young
children yet complex enough for readers of all ages…”
~ Elizabeth H. O'Reilly, Lightworker

I loved reading them! They send out a very positive message to kids in a very adorable
manner and I'm certain that this is the kind of series that leaves an impact on any kid's
life and molds their character. I'm sure kids would love this series thoroughly. ~Barbara
Carey, Author, Editor

“We have the choice to feel good or not.” Wow another wonderful book. What fun to
be learning from Joy and all her friends. Everyone at one time or another has felt left
out when they were in a new environment and this book teaches children that even if
they are in a new environment and feel lost they can still feel GREAT!! I can’t say
enough about this series and encourage everyone young and old to read about Joy and
all her friends!”. ~ Daniel Gutierrez, Best Selling Author, Global Speaker and
Teacher, Master Business/Life Coach

“In this story, Joy and her friends discover the lesson of self-worth/self-esteem -- what it
means to feel awesome about themselves and genuinely blessed by their own individuality
and uniqueness -- a wonderful lesson for all children. I highly recommend this series for
children of all ages!”
~ Elizabeth H. O'Reilly, Lightworker

"In a world where our children are bombarded with constant negativity “I AM Enough” is
a great book to help children see that they can be whatever they choose to be and how
they can count on each other no matter their differences. It is a must read for every child
and I am looking forward next one." ~Daniel Gutierrez, Best Selling Author, Global
Speaker and Teacher, Master Business/Life Coach

MATRIX PRODUCTIONS INTERVIEWS AND MEDIA

MATRIX PRODUCTIONS RADIO SHOW
Dagny Grant & Beth Donnelly are radio personalities on Echoes of the Soul Radio, produced
by Matrix Productions. Visit the Echoes Radio Show Page Here
Beth and Dagny interview authors, celebrities and a variety of fascinating guests. Join
them for conscious conversations with thought expanding moments to nourish your soul
and awaken your endless possibilities.
To be a guest, or to recommend a guest for the show, e-mail
dagny@matrixproductions.co.
Guest Celebrities Interviewed by Beth and Dagny include:
John Assaraf
Dr. John DeMartini
Michelle Whitedove
Diane Collins
GP Walsh
Harrison Klein
Paul Hoffman
Christopher Timms
Dr. Eric Pearl
Shawn DuPairon
Daniel Gutierrez
Richard Gordon
Rikka Zimerman
Christy Whitman
Bob Doyle
Christie Marie Sheldon

Chris Chickering
Alice Heath
Chris Attwood
Jaden Sterling
Jennifer Hough
Elliot Tanzer
Debbie Dashinger
Dr. Jamie Turndorf
Morgana Rae
Neil Haiglen
David Riklan
Dr. Alex Loyd
Sue Morter
Debra Poneman
Brad Yates
Maureen St. Germain

Gary Douglas
Noah St. John
Graham Phoenix
MarBeth Dunn
Guy Finley
Adam Markel
Ann Taylor
Dr. Elliot Maynard
Margaret Lynch
Sonia Ricotti
Tellman Knudson
Deborah Beauvais
Kristen Howe
Dwayne Klassen
Dr. Bradley Nelson

Schedule Dagny & Beth for YOUR
Radio Show, Tele-summit/Webinar!

If you would like to schedule Dagny & Beth for an appearance on your tele-summit,
radio show or event, see contact information below:

Dagny Grant
dagny@matrixproductions.co
(928) 220-0323 (leave message)
Dagny Business Facebook Page

Beth Donnelly
beth@matrixproductions.co
(503) 691-8505
Beth Business Facebook Page

Website URL: MatrixProductions.co

As Radio Show Guests…
Beth & Dagny would like to also offer your audience a free gift of a printable poster of
Fred the Dragon, or a free ‘Matrix Meditation’ audio - whichever fits with your audience
profile.

Product Packages and Offerings for your Tele-summits, Webinars or Shows.
• Set of 4 Paperback Books, Journey of Joy Children’s Book Series – Value: $56
• 4 Companion Audio Books in mp3 format of the Journey of Joy Children’s Book
Series – Value: $56
• Three Printable Posters of Fred the Dragon, Joy and Glitter the Butterfly with
Inspiring Quotes – Value: $29
• E-guide – “10 Tough Questions Kids Ask”
Includes 10 easy to share answers – Value: $39
Total Package Value: $180.
Special Event Price: $97.

Interview Topic:
The Importance of self-image and empathy for Kids.
Talking Points
• How did you two decide to join together to write this book series?
• What was your motivation for writing these books and why now?
• Tell us a little bit about your radio show.
• How did you decide on your main character, Joy?
• Tell us about Fred and Stanley.
• Is there a little boy in your cast of characters?
• How did the character Glitter assist you in the explanation of these
concepts?
• How are your characters developed? Do they each have a unique purpose
to the story line?
• Your book titles are all about I AMs. What is the general premise of that,
and how does that exploration guide the reader to tell a new story?
• Was it challenging to tell transformational stories in a language that small
children can understand?
• How do the characters all help each other through acts of service, kindness
and empathy?
• What challenges do you think that children have that these books speak to?
• What other projects are you both working on right now through Matrix
Productions?
•

Final thoughts?
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